Connecting children to their place in
this world is what Ms. Angela
“White-capped Hummingbird”

J U L Y / A U G U S T

2 0 1 7

McCain does best. We are so
thankful that she shared her love of
geography through interactive

Angela McCain
GSC Intern

lessons using the Illinois Giant State
Map and supporting the Career
Mentoring project with ArcGIS. It was
a very cool summer experience!

COOL LEARNING EXPERIENCE

A SENSE OF PLACE

Cool Learning Experience
First Baptist Church
401 N. Genesee Street
P.O. Box 44
Waukegan, IL 60079
Website: www.clewaukegan.org
Like us on Facebook!

Sharing the Love
Sean “Great Blue Heron” Jones Memorial Scholarship
Ivan “Turtle” Gomez, who attended CLE for four years, is the
first recipient of the scholarship fund established in memory of
our dear nature buddy, Sean Jones. Both students worked
faithfully as volunteers after graduating from the Cool Learning
Experience Program. Ivan continues to volunteer by providing
technology support for staff and plans to attend College of
Lake County this fall.

Ivan Gomez
CLE ‘13, WHS ‘17

Our
Favorites:

BOG

Things to do at CLE
that make a day
AWESOME!

Collecting water
samples at Waukegan
North Beach

In the garden …” I feel happy
because I’m making a difference in
the world.”

Spending time with
reading buddies

“I like my group because
they are smart, fast,
intelligent and unique – all of
them are different.”
-Red Bat

“At the Illinois
Beach State
Park I was
looking at birds –
it was so fun
taking turns [with
the binoculars].
I liked it!”

“I think that the bog is worth saving. Think of all
the species of animals and the different plants.
It is history.”
- Horned Lark and Northern Shrike

GARDEN

– Blue-eyed
Mary on birding
at IBSP

- Common Nighthawk

“I did a bird nest and we colored
birds. It was awesome – it was so fun!
I was happy. My favorite part of the
day was doing a nest.”
– 13-Lined Ground Squirrel

The balmy temperature was no
match for the curiosity of our nature
buddies. Beautiful flowers, frogs, and
butterflies were at the top of the
most wanted list of sites to visit.

“We did water
quality testing and
learned about
invasive species
which are Asian
carp and zebra
mussels. I really
enjoyed the day.”
– Swallowtail
Butterfly on the
W.G. Jackson
Research Vessel

“Learning in different places was the best.”
- Northern Cardinal

2

Viewing miniature frogs from Madagascar

Imagining life underwater
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